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Our category pages are set up to showcase the most relevant content: articles, white papers, news and product information
on a specific topic important to our audience of food and beverage professionals.
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Sustainability is far more than a buzzword now. What do consumers (and others) expect, and
how can those expectations be met?
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sustainability seriously, and are willing to pay more for this,” an executive with Fonterra, a New Zealand
dairy cooperative, told a recent meeting of Asia-Paciﬁc food industry and government leaders, according
to Food Navigator Asia. “Many will walk away if they have doubts – this applies across the entire food
industry.”
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It’s a powerful marketing tool. According to the Sustainable Market
Share Index issued by New York University’s Stern School of
Business, about 55% of the growth in consumer packaged goods
from 2015 to 2019 is attributable to products marketed as
sustainable – even though they make up only about 16% of CPG
products, and they tend to be more expensive.
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Corey Chaﬁn, a principal with Kearney, says that a key indicator of
how seriously companies in general are taking sustainability is that
not only are more of them naming a chief sustainability ofﬁcer or
similar position, but these often report directly to the CEO. This
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demonstrates sustainability is no longer perceived merely as an
aspect of corporate social responsibility. “Now it’s seen as more of a critical function of the business, and
more regarded in terms of how investments are prioritized,” Chaﬁn says.

For a company that wants to make up its mind what to do about sustainability, the ﬁrst step is to decide
which aspects of sustainability should be concentrated on.
Speciﬁc food industry concerns related to sustainability include: the environmental impact of farming
practices, such as deforestation and use of fertilizer and pesticides; the use of electricity and water in
processing plants; their generation of air and water pollution; packaging waste, especially plastic
packaging; food waste exacerbating global hunger while adding to greenhouse gases, and more.
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